Submission regarding the proposed RFA renewal for West
Victoria

Introduction
I have been involved in land use planning issues within the Otways since 1989 and have
appeared before a number of Independent Panels, been instrumental in bringing planning
issues to the relevant planning authorities, including the responsible Minister, and have
been involved in a number of appeal hearings before the AAT and VCAT. I have also
attended numerous workshops, been a member of Advisory and Steering Committees,
and appeared before a number of Senate Committees, all relating to land use matters.

This involvement has not been for personal gain, but out of enthusiasm for the Otways. I
believe that there is a need to achieve a balanced land use out-come that allows
responsible development that retains environmental assets and improves the economic
outlook, both in the short term and in the long term.
My professional background is engineering and I held the position of Chief Engineer in a
large multinational corporation for many years. I am therefore qualified to comment on
the viability of engineering solutions and their limitations. It is my opinion that
environmental issues must carry considerable weight during any land use deliberations.
I have been a landowner in the Otways since the early seventies and I currently own
in
acres
in the Otways.

Background
The West Victoria RFA came in to effect in the year 2000, and was strongly opposed
by a substantial number of environmental groups in the Otways as, among other
things, it supported the export woodchips. The export of woodchips supported the
sawn timber industry at the time, and made it viable to log forests with lower quality
timber, but high environmental values (fewer saw log trees). At that time West
Victoria supported quite a number of hardwood saw mills.
One of the prime purposes of the RFA was to determine what areas of forest were to
be protected from logging, and to identify those that could be logged to support a
viable timber industry.
On the 6th of November 2002, the Victorian Premier, Steve Brax, announced that if
the ALP Government was re-elected it would cease logging operations on Crown
Land in the Otways by the year 2008, and create the Great Otway National Park and
Otway Forest Park.

As a result the hardwood sawlog and forest woodchip industries ceased operations in
the Otway region. It is understood that in the West Victoria RFA region only one
hardwood saw mill continues to operate.
Proposed amended RFA for West Victoria
This leads to the question of relevance. That is, can an amended RFA for West
Victoria, based on conditions that no longer exist, provide meaningful input in to the
management of forests in West Victoria.
Clearly, the only main input/support that is required for the effective management of
the park/reserve system and forested areas, such as the Otway Forest Park from which
minor produce such as firewood can be extracted, is conservation oriented
management This management should include, but not be limited to:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Control of minor produce extraction.
Control of off road visitors to forested areas such as trail bike riders, SUV
drivers etc. that disturb wildlife, cause soil erosion and damage to vegetation
etc.
Weed control. Both within forests and adjoining land.
Feral animal control.
Coping with increased visitor numbers to sight seeing venues and other visitor
attractions.
Control of rubbish pollution.

Currently there are numerous instances of under performance when considering the
above controls. For instance:
•

•

The threat of weeds is very poorly controlled by DWELP. The spread of
weeds in forests usually results from weed infestations outside the forest,
which migrate to the forest. Weeds such as ragwort, thistles and blackberries
are rampant in many parts of the Otways. Ragwort, spear thistles are prevalent
along the coast (Great Ocean Walk), inland on pastures, VicRoad road
easements, etc, next to forests on Crown Land (National Park and Forest
Park). The enforcement of existing regulations by DWELP would go a long
way towards controlling weeds on freehold land and reduce forest weed
invasions, which would be easier to control.
The control of off road vehicles is ineffective resulting in massive soil erosion,
spread of disease and other problems.

In addition to the above, research is required to prepare and implement informed plans
to mitigate the impacts of Climate Change, which are aimed at protecting the existing
flora and fauna from increased stresses that will occur with the progression of Climate
Change.
With the exception of the Climate Change research, none of the above is directly
relevant to timber harvesting.
During the public meeting at Forest, it became clear that any funding or other support
from the Federal Government would not be region centric. In other words, it is left to

